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Framework to secure IoT enable application

Dinesh Kanojiya
X21104174

Abstract

Internet of Things (IoT) devices has increased significantly over the past ten
years. Data collection from these devices is now outsourced to a different cloud
platforms for processing and storage. However, several programs and frameworks
have been created to assure data privacy. This article offered an end-to-end IoT
data privacy architecture by merging hardware- and software-based solutions using
Intel Software Extension (SGX) and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) cryp-
tographic encryption methods. This paper shows the implementation using the
.Net framework with the Intel SGX enclave used with Azure IoT. We have user C
console application to mimic the IoT device and Azure IoT hub service to exchange
data. In our testing, we observed that after adding an enclave layer for authen-
tication, the request network bandwidth has increased to 7-8%, which is minimal.
However, we cannot thoroughly verify end-to-end data encryption due to a lack of
tools. Furthermore, we also observed that the enclave processed the information in
its memory as we didn’t find any trace on our hard drive.

Keywords: IoT; Intel SGX, Intel SGX SDK, AES

1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) has made available a variety of technologies that entice aca-
demics to accelerate their study. Large amounts of data are shared globally due to the
rapid growth of the Internet of Things. This promotes both the public and commercial
sectors to use cloud-based services’ compute capabilities for data processing and storage.
However, it brings security issues regarding the integrity and privacy of data across the
globe since it speeds up attempts to obtain sensitive data, making it extremely difficult
to safeguard the data.

IoT devices typically communicate data with outside cloud service providers; this
raises the risk of data corruption, abuse of private data, and unauthorised disclosure to
the public, according to Sundareswaran et al. (2012). Various data protection strategies
have been established by existing literature, particularly when data is sent to the public
cloud for computing and storage, such as Secure Multi-party Computation, Zhou et al.
(2011). This method has strict access guidelines and several anonymisation techniques.
However, it has the drawback of being unable to do any computations to safeguard data.
Even if they have computing capabilities, it will still be more work to give helpful in-
formation for analysis and decision-making.
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The market for cloud services has grown enormously in today’s competitive envir-
onment. Because of the improved data storage and development services offered by the
cloud, which are affordable, most small and medium-sized businesses shift there. There is
no doubt that the cloud ecosystem provides dependable resources and affordable comput-
ing. Grobauer et al. (2011) note that there is still a need to handle a certain amount of
privacy and security in relation to the IoT. However, data privacy and secrecy have been
severely hampered by the migration of industrial-based data to the cloud. Therefore, a
framework for processing, exchanging, and protecting sensitive data while moving data
to and from the cloud is urgently needed.

2 Related Work

It has been noticed that either a recognized algorithm or hardware component explora-
tion is employed to safeguard data. The article describes a novel IoT end-to-end data
analytics framework using a hybrid approach that uses a hardware and software-based
paradigm in collaboration with a cloud service provider. The sections that follow will go
through how hardware (cloud systems) may help to keep data safe, as well as the com-
munication method from a hardware standpoint. Furthermore, it explains how software
(algorithms) may contribute to data confidentiality.

The hybrid solution is used since AES only encrypts data arriving from IoT devices
and is then outsourced to the cloud system. However, once data reaches the cloud, it
is hacked and transferred to IoT devices owing to security flaws. Furthermore, the ma-
licious actor can readily read this information when returning to remote devices. As a
result, it is critical to develop a solution that combines the strength of hardware and
software-based methodologies to establish an end-to-end data integrity architecture.

The following literature concerns IoT devices, data communication, networks, and
security flaws. Following that is the hardware portion, which will examine what hardware
(cloud systems) has to offer in terms of data security and how secure communication
occurs between IoT devices. Finally, it delves into the software component that helps to
ensure data integrity.

2.1 IoT System and Automation

The Internet of Things (IoT) system is a collection of devices that intelligently connect
with humans to achieve shared goals, regardless of the surroundings, according to Si-
cari et al. (2015). For processing and storing data from IoT devices, an ecosystem that
comprises cloud, fog, and edge computing is required. When it comes to IoT ecosystem
security, these devices link for improved communication across the network. The security
danger is exacerbated in this ecosystem, and it is encouraged to have a totally secure
system, including network and data, against hostile assaults.

The most notable aspect of IoT devices is their ability to automate processes without
user participation; they are more accurate and can carry out more tasks at a lower cost.
Actuators and sensors are included in IoT devices to allow them to interact with their
surroundings. Sensors detect and gather ambient data such as temperature and door
lock condition before sending it to the cloud for analysis. Based on user-defined actions,
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an appropriate command is given back to the device’s actuators. Because the devices
are low-powered, the manufacturer provides services for maintaining and controlling the
machine; in addition, expose tools and API services for developers to construct numerous
bespoke applications and automation Iulia Bastys (2018).

IoT devices are overly powerful, resulting in unknown losses in the absence of security.
The data exposed by IoT devices falls into three categories:

• Data storage: This gathers user information, device identity, and trace logs.

• Sensor data: This collects information about the environment in and around the
installed or configured devices.

• Activity data: Jingjing Ren (2019) gather all user interaction information with the
devices.

The data listed above might be shared primarily with two parties: the device maker and
the public cloud service. The three categories of data mentioned above are exposed to
the cloud, making them an excellent option for privacy limits.

The IoT network trusts service providers to share users’ plentiful data, but the prob-
lem is to balance service provider trust. Third-party cloud service providers, on the other
hand, assure data confidentiality while processing and storing but fail to maintain secur-
ity. Furthermore, sensitive information is exposed to a hostile actor as a result of a poor
encryption policy. Users are exposed since their privacy has been violated; the malicious
actor can now obtain financial information or learn about user activities in the house.
Furthermore, due to a weak control system, enemies physically get root access to the
machine placed at home and steal all data, making life even more difficult.

The attackers’ only purpose is to eavesdrop on the network and access user private
data in order to utilize it at whim; consequently, in order to minimize such instances,
we must employ correct cryptographic encryption techniques in conjunction with a Trust
Execution Environment (TEE) platform such as Intel SGX.

2.2 Trusted Execution Environments (TEE)

Before we get started with Intel SGX, let’s first define Trusted Execution Environment
(TEE).

The basic goal of TEE is to create trusted computing for secure computation, pri-
vacy, and data protection. This enables the system to safeguard data integrity and the
encrypted cryptographic key within the unaltered hardware module. TEE is a memory
and storage environment that provides a safe and integrity-protected processing environ-
ment within the processor. Because of its permanent memory, it ensures the secrecy of
its programs and data saved in the runtime environment. Furthermore, it demonstrates
trustworthiness in running important programs within the environment and protects the
system against third-party software assaults and physical threats, according to Sabt et al.
(2015).
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Because of its growing popularity, several existing organizations began developing
their own TEE for their unique needs. However, in this work, we will compare two
TEE providers: ARM TrustZone and Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX), both of
which are well-known for securing remote IoT devices. In the following sections, we will
investigate and compare ARM TrustZone and Intel SGX.

2.3 ARM TrustZone (ATZ)

ARM TrustZone is a hardware-based security enhancement introduced in Cortex-A pro-
cessors with the ARM application that offers a trusted execution environment (TEE).
The most recent version has the Cortex-M CPU and a new microcontroller. TrustZone
explores a System on Chip and CPU-wide security solution. It is primarily concerned with
two protection domain components: secure and normal worlds. These are independent
methods that are executed by the processors. Both are completely hardware segregated
and have distinct access restrictions, such as non-secure cannot access secure world re-
sources. As a result, ARM TrustZone is an excellent candidate for a novel approach for
securing programs and their data. In other terms, a client application operates in the
normal world (NW), but a secure application operates in the secure world (SW).NW is
unable to access the resources on SW. Programs in SW, on the other hand, have complete
access to system resources. As a result, important applications may be installed in SW,
and it is also protected from a NW, according to Pinto and Santos (2019).

The fundamental concept is to create an architecture with a programable environ-
ment that protects all assets from practically all assaults while also offering integrity,
confidentiality, and building security solutions. It provides the Global Protection client
API and the TEE internal core API, which allow developers to leverage these services
and create safe encryption modules. ATZ is divided into two independent states: SW
and NW. System buses are used to signal all peripheral devices in these states, and a
median called monitor is in charge of sharing context between the two. The memory
controller is responsible for running the program in SW and preventing access from an
application running in NW by utilizing ARM architecture and assured memory isolation.
Furthermore, an exception might be reported in the SW application, preventing a pro-
gram operating in the SW environment from accessing the device.

Researchers expanded their experiment to exploit the potential of the new security
systems after considering the data security provided by ATZ trustworthy environment.
With an increase in the use of IoT devices and unauthorised access, ATZ is being used
to safeguard user data and ensure integrity. The parts that follow will go through a few
apps that were created with ARM TrustZone.

Guan et al. (2019) The article addressed TrustShadow, a novel program created
to safeguard ARM IoT-based devices from OS compromise and unauthorized physical
access. TrustShadow uses TEE to establish a secure environment for important apps,
preventing illegal IoT access physically. Because it operates on segregated memory, the
new memory encryption and decryption prevent unauthorized users from obtaining ac-
cess to protected data and protects data even if the operating system is hacked.

Li et al. (2020) The research investigates the multi-threading technique in which IoT
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devices leverage cutting-edge algorithms such as fingerprint and 3D facial recognition for
mobile payment applications where security is crucial and processing power is limited.
It recommends the following approaches for parallel execution of TEE, together with its
benefits and drawbacks:

• Increase the number of hardware cores and spread TEE tasks using a global sched-
uler, albeit at a cost.

• Implement a partition policy to divide the physical core according to workloads.
As the workload grows, allocate more core to TEE and decommission the core as
the workload reduces; nevertheless, this strategy mainly advantages batch process
applications. It stores the partition policy that will be used for later tasks.

In addition, the study suggests a novel technique in which a daemon thread inter-
acts with the TEE by spawning a shadow thread for each TEE operation. To assure
execution, they created a thread-compatible interface, libteethread, which aids in com-
munication between the daemon and the TEE.

To summarize, ARM TrustZone is a Trusted Execution Environment that runs in an
isolated environment within the physical location of the processor. It provides the Global
Protection API and the internal core API service to developers in order for them to design
data integrity modules for IoT devices. Intel SGX, an alternative to ATZ, provides a TEE
environment and an Intel SDK framework for developing a security module for storing
and processing important data.

2.4 Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX)

Intel software guard extension (SGX) was introduced with the x86-64 instruction set
architecture and was written in C/C++ to allow a program to reserve a section of memory
space as a TEE known as an enclave container. There can be many enclaves that are only
accessible by the hardware. Enclave containers, on the other hand, may access any region
of the process memory. Intel presents a software development kit (SDK) and assures
data safety even when all resources, including the operating system, BIOS, drivers, and
so on, are compromised. Even if a hacker obtains access to the entire system, the section
contained within the enclave will remain secure. Enclave employs signed cryptographic
encryption for its data and code to maintain privacy and integrity. It also prevents other
enclaves and programs from accessing the enclave data. Furthermore, enclave provides
two important features: sealing and remote attestation. Sealing protects data from the
outside world, while remote authentication ensures secure authentication with the distant
device; if successful, the device can outsource material within the enclave. Wang et al.
(2018).

• Enclaves: Figure 1 depicts enclaves the conventional user-based process has data,
code, and an operating system to provide process bits, as well as an enclave in-
tegrated in the user processes. The Enclave contains independent code and data
blocks that allow an application portion to be run within the enclave. It also sup-
ports multi-threading through the Thread Control Structure (TCS), which allows
us to alter enclaves to execute simultaneous threads within a single enclave. Fur-
thermore, the enclave has read/write access to all OS resources and memory. Other
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OS resources, on the other hand, cannot access the enclave environment due to its
signature encryption capabilities, according to Sinha et al. (2015).

• Attestation: Attestation is a type of authentication in which an enclave secures a
portion of an application. Once loaded, it ensures that third-party programs se-
curely exchange confidential data. To do this, a third-party must submit credentials
that are identical to the enclave secure information and signature. Local and re-
mote attestation are available from SGX. Local attestation is utilized for the same
platform, but remote attestation allows any distant device to access the enclave
security platform. Sardar et al. (2021) state that the enclave determines whether
or not the distant device may be trusted based on the signature.

Figure 1: Embedded OS and Enclave

Furthermore, the Intel SGX features provide the use of computer memory and a
private key encryption technique to safeguard code and data. Various studies on IoT-
based applications for various areas have been undertaken over time. The parts that
follow comprise a few literary works done with SGX that lay the way for a new encryp-
tion architecture for distant devices.

Correia et al. (2020)The paper discussed an Omega application that secures fog edge
middleware using Intel SGX. Omega is made up of a module that operates on the critical
key-value storage mechanism OmegaKV model, which reads and writes operations in a
random sequence. OmegaKV processes the sequence of data demanded by fog nodes and
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ensures the order of read and write activities. It makes use of Intel SGX since Omega
creates all events with a digital signature using a secret key inside the SGX enclave. This
maintains the data state and provides security while maintaining low latency and high
throughput.

Elgamal and Nahrstedt (2020)The published research created a video analysis ap-
plication for home security that uses fog computing and Deep Neural Network (DNN)
computation inside the Intel SGX enclave to identify an intruder and safeguard the stream
data from harmful users. The article also includes numerous enclaves for DNN processing
to reach video stream performance. The research is the first attempt to partitioning
memory’s processing capability utilizing several enclaves and machine learning. This
provides a parallel pipeline in which both enclaves process two separate video frames in
concurrently, improving the application’s overall performance. This test scenario includes
a car break-in, an intruder in the garden, and package theft.

Gao et al. (2021)The study talked on blockchain-based IoT applications for the health
care industry. As the number of mobile users grows tremendously, as is the case for on-
line health and diagnostic specialists, privacy problems arise since a vast quantity of user
personal information is transferred over the fog to cloud services, making it an excel-
lent candidate for leakage. To protect the safety of user identification data, the author
integrates the blockchain technology with the Intel SGX key encryption system. The
blockchain authenticates users on cloud service providers by utilizing SGX and a well-
defined access policy. This also prevents rogue edge nodes from accessing sensitive data
from users.

Overall, Intel SGX provides a TEE environment call enclave as well as attestation
functions for local and distant devices. In addition, Intel provides an SDK tool to assist
developers in creating private key signed encryption modules for local and distant device
authentication. As a result, much research has been performed to ensure the integrity
and security of IoT device data. The part that follows analyzes the Advanced Encryp-
tion Standard (AES) cryptographic method, which is well recognized for its lightweight
encryption architecture, and looks ahead to how IoT has used AES cryptography encryp-
tion. Furthermore, the next part for this literature compares ARM TrustZone with Intel
SGX and highlights the merits and downsides for IoT devices.

2.5 Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)

Before we get started with the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), let’s define en-
cryption. How can encryption aid with data security?

The primary benefit of using a cloud service is security and secrecy. Any security
flaw, on the other hand, may reduce service performance. Despite the availability of nu-
merous security techniques, security breaches nevertheless occur on occasion. Encryption
algorithms are classified into two types: symmetric and asymmetric. Symmetric encryp-
tion encrypts and decrypts text using a single key and does not require a lot of computer
power to run. Furthermore, the key is only used once; if another plain text is required,
a new key is produced and the appropriate actions are performed. Asymmetric, on the
other hand, employs two keys, one to encrypt data and the other to decode it. Gupta
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et al. (2018) state that this sort of method always creates a public and private key for
execution. AddRoundKey will encrypt the whole block at each level of repetition until
the operation is completed.

2.6 AES Algorithm method

This section describes the algorithm flow for converting plain text to ciphertext. As
indicated in section 2.6, AES enables several key sizes such as 128, 192, and 256 bits
to safeguard data, with 10, 12, and 14 encryption cycles. As shown in Figure 2, these
rounds contain round-key produced from the encryption key, and each band consists of
four processing steps: SubBytes, ShiftRows, MixCloumns, and AddRoundKey.

Figure 2: AES Encryption Alorigthm flow chart.

The following is a processing step:

• SubBytes: This changes a byte to a new value in 16 identical bytes for a 256-byte
text length.

• ShiftRows: Shifts bytes from one block to the next by 1, 2, and 3, correspondingly.

• MixColumns multiplies each data block column by a modular polynomial. SubBytes
and MixColumns can be integrated into huge Look-Up-Tables instead of being
computed separately (LUT).

• Tsai et al. (2018) state that the AddRoundKey transformation adds the data block
with a round-key generated from the initial secret key.

Because of its versatility and minimal computing power, most IoT devices use AES
cryptography to encrypt and decode data. They can be used with another algorithm
to improve the application’s performance. The following are a few literary works that
highlight how AES helps the IoT ecosystem retain security.

Zhang et al. (2018) The literature work mostly represents in-memory computing for
IoT computing. It is the first time that AES cryptography has been employed with Safe-
guard Hash Algorithm 3 (SHA-3) to secure data, as the SHA algorithm gives one-way
encryption to add another layer of protection to the data. The article also addressed
Recryptor, a novel cryptographic processor that is programable, energy efficient, and im-
proves the performance of IoT security applications.
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Yu et al. (2018) The study focuses on IoT-based industrial applications such as trans-
portation and manufacturing systems that require a secure framework with tight access
control; this implies that only data owners may safely remove information. To accomplish
this, the author encrypts the future user’s (data owner’s) access control data with AES
encryption and performs secure resource destruction in fog computing.

Zhang et al. (2021) The study explores mobile edge computing (MEC) to offload work
in an efficient and safe manner. Mobile device users (MDU) typically connect to the tiny
station (Fog) to offload intense data from a restricted compute station. This increases
latency and reduces application performance. It also causes worry since suitable secure
communication is not properly defined. To solve this issue, a new security layer was built
to reduce danger while offloading the data. To address the vulnerability of the data, these
layers are built with AES cryptographic encryption and a load balancing mechanism.

To summarize, AES cryptographic encryption is a lightweight, safe, and trustworthy
technique. It also allows the flexibility to be utilized with other algorithms to improve the
application’s performance and efficiency, as detailed in the previous study on how AES
is used to handle various practical security challenges. As a result, the AES will be used
in this article to ensure end-to-end data integrity. In the next part, the article compares
ARM TrustZone with Intel SGX for better comprehension and makes an attempt to
justify the choice of SGX with AES for this literary work.

2.7 Compare ARM TrustZone and Intel SGX

In general, the fundamental worry while processing and storing massive amounts of cre-
ated data is security. TEE has been used to reduce the danger of IoT devices such as
mobile, intelligent, and health monitoring devices relaying personal information to fog
and cloud computing. ARM TrustZone and Intel SGX TEEs are used to safeguard re-
mote device data. The sections that follow compare and contrast both TEEs:

The Intel SGX, as indicated in section 2.4, offers an isolated area on the physical CPU
known as an enclave. This enclave ensures data and code security even if the operating
system is hacked. The Intel SDK may be used by developers to setup the enclave and
implement encryption and decryption routines. This ensures that no bad actor has access
to the data held within the enclave. Furthermore, SGX provides attestation, which is an
authentication mechanism for validating devices, both local and remote. The attestation
capability is the centerpiece of the Intel SGX; as a result, every IoT device based on
the attestation implementation must authenticate; failure to do so results in the enclave
refusing access. This provides another degree of protection.

As noted in section 2.3, ARM TrustZone provides a secure world (SW) and an or-
dinary world (NW) in a separated memory region where the program within is more
safe in SW and shielded from outside access, even if NW cannot access SW resources.
Furthermore, SW leverages the GlobalPlatform TEE client API and the Internal Core
API services to protect sensitive data like as login and payment information. The ARM
TrustZone enables IoT devices to process data in the cloud while retaining secrecy. The
ARM TrustZone’s fundamental flaw was that it did not enable remote attestation.
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Before delivering encrypted data to cloud servers, the remote device needs be author-
ized. As a result, the article offered an end-to-end data integrity architecture for IoT
devices based on Intel SGX and AES cryptographic encryption.

3 Methodology

Figure 3: Methodology

The research methods consist of various stages as follows 3:

1. Stage 1: Raspberry PI code will generate data in a JSON format. However, in
this project, we created a .net console application which will mimic a raspberry PI
to generate data and pass it to another layer for processing.

2. Stage2: The generated data contains deviceId and user-related data such as room
temperature and humidity. This information will get a pass to the cloud to monitor
the room temperature. Before data pass to the cloud, it gets encrypted using the
AES encryption algorithm, especially critical data such as deviceId, username and
password, if any. For the AES cryptography algorithm, we have used a single key
for encryption and decryption.

First, it will check whether the device is registered or not with the given username
and password. If yes, it will authenticate by the enclave; upon success, it passes
to the cloud for storage and further operations. In this stage, the user can register
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and remove devices based on the credential. Furthermore, the user can update the
old password by providing device information.

3. Stage 3: All authentication takes place inside the enclave. The enclave is the
trusted zone where all crucial execution occurs, such as authentication. In this
project, we have used the enclave feature to perform secure operations primarily
related to user personal information. Enclave execution takes place inside its own
allocated memory.

We have created a wallet inside the enclave to perform CRUD operations for users’
critical data. Add method will register a device associated with a username and
password. Remove will remove the device registration. The display will search and
locate the device with user credentials, and at last, we have an update which will
update the password with the registered device.

4. Stage 4: Once the enclave returns successful authentication, device data will pass
to could for storage and further process such as sending a command back to the
device. If the enclave cannot authenticate the device, the action will redirect to the
Raspberry Pi device, followed by a notification to the user.

5. Stage 5: Once data is received from the cloud, it will decrypt it using the AES
cryptography algorithm and notify the user.

4 Design Specification

Figure 4: Architecture

The system architecture consists of seven projects that work collectively in a single solu-
tion to provide a hybrid-based encryption solution for end-to-end IoT device encryption.
Foremost, we need to have the Azure account, and inside the Azure portal, we need to
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create the Azure IoT service. Once the service gets created, it generates the azure con-
nection string, which will be used to connect the C application with the azure.

Once the Azure portal is in place, then on the application front, we need to install
nugget packages so that it will provide the necessary libraries to talk to Azure directly
from the application. Nugget packages are as follows: Microsoft.Azure.Device.Client, Mi-
crosoft.Azure.Devices.Shared and Newtonsoft.Json are used for communication between
the application and Azure.

This solution has been implemented using C.Net Core 3.1 version, which uses a con-
sole application to mimic a Raspberry PI simulation to send and receive data from the
Azure cloud.

The architecture 3 is as follows:

Figure 5: AES

1. Simulate Device: This is a C console-based application, which is the applica-
tion’s entry point and mimics a Raspberry PI simulator. The console application
is chosen because the Raspberry PI simulator is unavailable for .Net-based applic-
ations. However, we can deploy this application on the device with the additional
configuration, which is not in this project’s scope. Furthermore, this project also
notifies the user of their respected request.
The simulated device needs registration on the Azure cloud. Once done, it will
return the device id to the application. Furthermore, this device id and user cre-
dentials will be appended in JSON for authentication. Before authentication takes
place, it gets encrypted using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) cryptographic
encryption.
As mentioned in section 2, AES uses key for encryption and decryption 5 to make
life easier .Net framework provides an inbuilt AES algorithm. We have inherited
that function and perform encryption logic with a single key. Refer to the fig-
ure. Once the JSON data gets encrypted; then it will pass to the Calling Enclave
Wrapper project.

2. Device Registration: It is a simple project that contains the Azure connec-
tion string to connect the cloud, register a device with a unique ID, and return a
symmetric key as a device id registered in Azure IoT.

3. Enclave: The enclave project is where we have to define the wallet for secure au-
thentication. However, configuring enclaves requires intel SGX SDK, which provides
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C library and API services to initialise and implement enclaves. It consists of two
parts trusted and untrusted zone. The enclave contains two important files, en-
clave.edl and enclave.cpp.

(a) Enclave.edl: This edl file contains trusted and untrusted zone. The trusted
zone execute inside the enclave for secure operation. As the enclave comes
with limited memory, we only put critical tasks inside it. As in the project,
we declare wallet and add CRUD operation to the enclave.

(b) Enclave.cpp: This is C based file where we have implemented enclave func-
tions such as create wallet, show wallet, change master password, add item,
and remove item. All these functions use a C struct wallet, which contains a
list to store deviceid, username and password.

Intel SGX SDK also offers sealing and unsealing, which helps to store and retrieve
critical data into the enclave memory. The sealing concept ensures that all data
are one-way encryption, and only the enclave can retrieve and update the data into
the memory.

4. Enclave Wrapper: This is C++ based project which wraps the enclave project to
expose a function to the outside world as a DLL. The Wrappercalling.cpp function
is the main file where we created the CallingEnclave class that contains CallWallet’s
public method. This CallWallet function inherits the Intel SGX SDK API service to
initialise the enclave and call all the methods defined in the trusted and untrusted
zone for the enclave.
In this project, we are passing users’ data to initialise the C struct wallet and
associated items so that they can store inside the enclave. All CRUD operations
performed based on the command passed as an integer value as follows:
1. If argc == 1, then create a new wallet, 2. If argc == 2, find and locate the
wallet. 3. If argc == 3, then change the master password. 4. If argc == 4 then
add item (user’s data). 5. If argc == 5, then remove item (user’s data).
If any of argc the value passed which is not mentioned in the above list, it will
notify “invalid command”. Once the above commands are executed successfully,
the enclave exists safely. If any of the commands fails, it will return the appropriate
message to notify the user.

5. Calling Enclave Wrapper: This project links the Enclave wrapper and C
project, which help two applications interact with the data. We have used the .Net
interop namespace to call the C++ object a COM object especially to support data
negotiations as C variables require different compiler and C++ need different. To
work these two projects in sync, we required the InteropService library, which will
read the C++ DLL and expose its methods.
Once the enclave has done its part, and all data is saved/ retrieved, the action
passes to Simulate Device project. Upon success, the data is given to the Azure
IoT cloud for further process and storage.

6. SendCloudToDevice: Once the cloud process the data and this data needs to
send back to the device to notify the user. This project connects to the cloud and
picks messages that would need to be delivered back to the user. Once the device
receives the news, it will notify on the screen.
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7. ReceivedDeviceToCloudMessage: This project sends a delivery notification for
the message delivered from cloud to device.

4.1 Video Presentation

we have created video presentation which detailed out the architecture and touch base of
other components that we have used for the research. Follow the link for Video Present-
ation or copy and paste the URl on the browser https://web.microsoftstream.com/
video/e42f2c38-a135-4b48-8c95-aa9702842fc8?list=studio for a Video Presenta-
tion.
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5 Implementation

Figure 6: Project Solutions

We created this project using the .Net Core framework 6 to develop hybrid hardware and
software-based encryption. However, we also use the Intel SGX software development
kit. Furthermore, we have various nugget packages to provide the required libraries to
interact with the Azure cloud.
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Figure 7: Azure IoT Hub

First, we have set up the Azure. In the Azure portal we have setup the Azure IoT hub
service 7. Once the IoT hub is created it generates a primary and secondary connection
string which help any application to connect and call that service inside the code. For
development We use the visual studio professional 2019 IDE (trail version), valid for a
month. Then we created a blank solution, added a console list of projects to the solu-
tions, and chose C language and .Net Core 3.1 framework for complication and execution.

Figure 8: IoT Device Client

Second, we have creates a C console application (Simulate Device) which will mimic
the IoT device ability to interact with the cloud. For the scope of the project this
application will generate room temperature data only. We need to initialize the device
with the help of nugget package library. Microsoft.Azure.Device.Client which provides
DeviceClient class to act as the IoT device like features to exchange data with the cloud
8. Furthermore, with the help of Device.Client library we can create multiple devices for
various purpose such as sensors.
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Figure 9: IoT Device Registration

Once we initialize the device we need to register this with the Azure IoT hub for this we
need to use the Azure IoT connection string to establish a connection between the device
and the cloud 9. For this, we have a use nugget package such as Microsoft.Azure.Devices.Shared
this package used to send data to the cloud and Newtonsoft.Json for formatting data.
We have also empowered the .Net cryptography library to implement AES encryption
and decryption to ensure confidentiality of data should be maintained over the network.

Figure 10: Enclave.edl and Enclave.cpp

Then we download and install Intel SGX SDK from the intel portal for windows,
adding an extension to visual studio to implement the enclave. Once we select that pro-
ject it will create two file Enclave.edl and Enclave.cpp 10. The both files are based on C
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language, whereas enclave.edl is where we define the methods that needs to be execute
inside the trusted and untrusted zones and the .Net framework provides a suitable com-
piler for execution.

Furthermore, to call C methods to the C layer, we first created a COM object in
C++, which wrapped C API services and that C++ public method gets exposed to the
outside world. The advantage of using COM object is that any programming language
that understands DLL will quickly build to make use of enclave encryption.

Intel SGX SDK can be installed and executed on Windows and Linux platforms, but
the downside is that it will work only on those processors that support enclave refer ayeks
(n.d.). To set up and activate the enclave on the processor, we first need to configure
BIOS to enable it. Once the system is rebooted, navigate to service manager and start
Intel SGX service. Upon starting the service, the Intel SGX SDK can use the enclave
feature in the code.

5.1 Demo Presentation

we have also created a demo videos which will give a detailed walkover on the entire
code flow followed by the output. Please follows the video link: Video Presentation
or copy paste the URL on the browser https://web.microsoftstream.com/video/

65296dab-c2a4-445c-a464-2a6540e00a2c?list=studio for a Video Presentation.

6 Evaluation

In our assessment, we have observed that the user critical data such as device, username
and password have been encrypted inside the enclave in the form of sealing and only the
enclave trusted zone can unseal the data and decrypt it for the system to read. The
sealing happened inside the enclave memory, driven by an Intel microprocessor. That
ensures hardware-based encryption. For software-based encryption, AES used symmetric
encryption, which used a single key for encryption and decryption.
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6.1 Experiment / Case Study 1

Figure 11: Request served by Azure

Figure 12: Request time before and after Enclave layer.

We have run the unit test case on our console application. We have noted the total
request serve time before the execution and after the completion of processes. We have
sent a package of five messages to the cloud 11, logged the time when the application is
directly exchanging data with the cloud and logged the time for another request where
the enclave authentication layer was a part of the entire execution 12. By comparing
both the execution we observed that the request completed with the enclave layer cost
7-8% of the network bandwidth which is acceptable. We have also sent different message
package to azure which we have illustrated in below graph.

6.2 Discussion

We assumed that during the transit we have minimised the attack on data as we are
sending data using AES encryption and user’s personal data are being processed inside
the enclave with help of sealing and unsealing functionality and in no way any malicious
can get the data access from the enclave. However, we don’t have proper tools to verify
the enclave but we observed that once the data is passed to enclave it process that
information in its own memory as we didn’t find any trace of data on our hard drive.
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Figure 13: Request comparison between the cloud and enclave

The graph illustrates 13 that the x-axis is the number of requests sent for processing
directly to the Azure cloud and request server via the enclave. The y-axis represents the
request time in milliseconds. By adding a security layer, the serving time of appeal had
been increased by 7-8%, which is marginal head over on the network as we add a layer of
security to ensure user’s privacy and data confidentiality, Furthermore, this assessment
is conducted based on a single device design, but as the device grows, it might increase
the request and response time a bit.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this research, we are transferring data processing to the cloud; we suggested a novel
framework that uses a hybrid computer hardware and software-based solutions model to
build a privacy-based IoT data analytic framework for cloud service providers. We have
successfully implemented the project in which IoT devices can securely send and receive
data from the cloud.

We have to use AES with Intel SGX, which ensures data privacy during the exchange.
The enclave provides the additional layer for user authentication, which minimise the at-
tack of a malicious user; the enclave also helps the cloud so that even if the cloud OS
get compromised, even then, the hacker wouldn’t be able to pull information from the
enclave. However, this implementation observed a slight 7-8% overhead on the network
while processing the request from the device to the cloud and back. The other drawback
of using enclaves is that it is supported by selected intel microprocessors only. The entire
implementation can be improved by adding multiple device requests and responses in a
parallel thread where we embrace all the features of the enclave. This might again take
a bit overhead while serving requests.

Future work can also be suggested as we haven’t used the attestation feature of the
enclave, which is a stringent way to authenticate the device and then allow the request to
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process as it was out of scope. But applying attestation will ensure devices are registered
with the enclave. Only those device requests can be served rest will be ignored.
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